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Abstract: An application of Cloud Computing (CC) technologies for interconnecting data as well as applications 

served as of manifold geographic locations is the distributed cloud. For distributed CC, managing a vast measure of 

data along with maintaining security are vital aspects. Though lots of techniques were introduced recently to manage 

and protect data on the distributed cloud, those have not rendered any desirable security. Thus, this paper proposes a 

secure Data Deduplication (DD) and Data Portability (DP) for a distributed cloud environment. To enhance the user 
data’s security, primarily, the inputted files are bifurcated into blocks and after that, an appropriate Cloud Server (CS) 

is chosen utilizing Hybrid Forest Genetic Algorithm (HFGA) centred upon split file features together with CS features. 

In a DD phase, the Whirlpool algorithm converts the split data into Hash Code (HC), and then, the hash chaining 

technique securely removes the duplicated data. Then, that split data is comp ressed, encrypted, together with amassed 

in the selected CS. Next, the Levy Flight – Wind Driven Optimization (LF-WDO) performs the DP to enhance the 
cloud data’s security. Investigational outcomes exhibit the proposed work's potential. 

Keywords: Distributed Cloud Server, Data Deduplication, Portability, Hybrid Forest Genetic Algorithm (HFGA), 

Levy Flight – Wind Driven Optimization (LF-WDO) Algorithm, Whirlpool Algorithm, cloud data, security. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

  CC has the advantage of the flexibility and economic savings, which in turn motivate the companies and also individuals 

to farm out their data to the CS [1]. It is pressing to develop new techniques to utilize the storage space along with network 

bandwidth effectively due to the augmenting data volumes stored on the CS [2]. Because of this, the DD has received much 

interest as of academia along with the industry. Alternatively, DD techniques utilize data similarity (file -level/block level) for 

identifying the same data and reducing the storage space by means of storing just one single copy in the CS [3]. Cross -user 

deduplication is employed practically to maximize the DD benefits [4, 5]. It identifies redundant data amongst disparate users, 

and then, eradicates the redundancy and saves a solitary print  of the un ique data [6, 7]. Therefore, DD offers a unique chance 

to cloud storage providers to render their users with more space at a lower expense [8].  Nevertheless, the requirement for 

secure DD was significantly augmented for particular security goals  in varied cloud application situations since data security 

is becoming the utmost important need for CC services [9]. Besides DD, DP is as well useful for securing data transmission. 

The competence to move around without any change is termed the DP [10]. Cloud portability is the procedure of moving 

applications along with its associated data as of one cloud supplier to another with less disruption in addition to min imal 

downtime [11, 12] and also encompasses the transfer of data betwixt public and private cloud environments. DP mostly 

enables the cloud data constituent reuse and also import -export functionality of data services [13, 14]. Lately, many 

researches were performed on secure Data Storage (DS) in a Distributed Cloud Server (DCS); however, thos e researches are 

not duly enough in this big data together with a DCS era. Designing secure DS aimed at the DCS is an emerging research 

topic. Here, a novel framework wherein data privacy on the cloud is preserved and the cloud storage supplier that perfor ms 

DD devoid of compromising data privacy along with security with a DCS is proposed. The proposed work is broken into ‘3’ 

stages: the selection of DCS, DD, and DP. This paper is set as: Works that are related to the proposed method are conferred in 

Section 2. The proposed work in tandem with its modules is elucidated meticu lously in Section 3. A general discussion on the 

results centred on the proposed technique can well be found in Section 4. Lastly, Conclusions together with future work's 

discussion is exhibited in Section 5. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

  Vengala et al. [15] generated a secure data transmission scheme utilizing a DCS and DD. The Hybrid Meerkatclan 

algorithm picked the CS that was optimally  grounded on the features. Subsequently, the inputted user data’s DD was carried 

out utilizing the SHA512. Fo llowing DD, the inputted file was compressed as well as en crypted with a ‘2’-stage lempel–ziv 

along with optimized  CP-ABE-ECCs. Finally, the encrypted file  was amassed in the selected CS. The outcome carried out to 

be fine, however, the scheme was not attentive to the split file size and also it can't check if it  was probable to amass the split 

data into the DCS. Yib in et al. [16] concentrated on Security-Aware Effective Distributed Storage that chiefly supported by 

means of the algorithms, comprising Alternative Data Distributions, Secure Efficient Data Distribut ions, along with 

Conflat ion. The approach split the file  as well as stored separately the data on the DCS. The experimentation outcomes 

exhibited that the approach could efficiently be needed with a satisfactory computation time for DS. However, it brought  
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about more storage of data because of more facets of the file  along with DCS.  Hua me et al. [17] produced a randomized 

client-side DD scheme to lessen the redundant data to construct secure cloud storage. It was centred upon a randomized DD 

protocol to avert the collusive authentication attack as well as offline brute-force attack commenced via the outside 

adversaries and amassed every data as per ‘2’ file tags to oppose duplicate-faking attack. Additionally, it realized a more 

accessible ownership management in addition to data sharing utilizing dynamic Key-Encrypt Key tree. Albeit the scheme 

attained secure DS, this sort of DD brought about a duplicate-fake attack. S. Beulah et al. [18] perceived similar data with a 

light-weight procedure with pattern analysis in addition to matching. The distributed encoding was employed to inflict end -

to-end security intended for the produced data with lessened communication over-head. The data attained in the processing 

server were decoded, examined, together with matched with patterns intended for the exclusion of similar data as well as 

duplicated data. Therefore, the outcomes carried out to be safer with light -weighted procedures; however, the duplicated 

along with similar data weren’t detected effectively via the inline procedure prior the data entered into the storage. Liang et 

al. [19] rendered a secure DS as well as recovery system by enhancing decent ration, tampering-proof, instantaneous 

monitoring, along with management of storage systems; as such devise supported  the dynamic storage, quick repair, in 

addition to update of distributed data in the DS. Centred upon the exclusive chain storage structure, the distributed code not 

merely  mended the close by local regenerative codes in  the block chain  but in  addition lessened the resource overhead in the 

industrial nodes’ DS. Investigational outcomes exhib ited that it ach ieved good Data Security. However, the technique was 

susceptible to the collusive substantiation along with brutes -force attack. Tchernykh et al. [20] suggested multiple-cloud 

storage design termed WA-MRC-RRNS that united the weight access system, thresholds secret sharing, along with 

superfluous residue number system with manifold failure detection or recovery mechanis ms, together with homomorphic 

ciphers. It ut ilized a multiple -objective optimizat ion to regulate redundancy, data loss likelihood along with encryption -

decryption speed. Outcomes exh ibited that the approach rendered a safe way to lessen DS by lessened redundant data, data 

loss, et cetera. However, it underwent insecure DS because of improper features extracted as of the file as well as a cloud. 

 

3. Secure Data Deduplication and Data Portability In Distributed Cloud Server 
 

Distributed CC proffers numerous resources to users as services, for instance, extremely accessible storage space. 

Managing the escalating quantity of data and averting the cloud data as of the attacks is the utmost demanding task in a DCS. 

This paper developed a secure DD and DP system for a d istributed cloud environment to manage a large quantity of data and 

also enhance cloud data security. The DD method makes data management scalable in CC. Conversely, the DP system 

enhances data security by means of transferring data as of one cloud service to another or betwixt DCS.  To ach ieve effect ive 

DS, the assortment of a DCS process is integrated with the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme’s working flow is 

exhibited in figure 1.  

 
FIGURE 1. Working Flow of the Proposed Methodology 

 

Input file splitting primarily, the inputted user files are bifurcated into b locks. Th is procedure is utilized  to guard the user 

files as of data transmission attacks and also ameliorate the user files' security level. If the file is bifurcated into blocks, the 
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attackers can’t access the complete file. Regard iF  is the inputted user files along with the split file blocks are 

mathematically expressed as, 

},....,,{)( 21 nib BBBF                                                                                                                                                   (1) 

Wherein, ibF )( alludes to the split blocks of the inputted file and nB  signifies the n -th block of ibF )( .  

Distributed cloud server (dcs) distributed cc generalizes the cc design to position, process, along with the serve data and 

applications as of geographically distributed sites to fulfil requirements for performance, redundancy, along with regulation s. 

Whilst amassing the data in the dcs, it is vital to choose an appropriate cs for the data to enhance the system’s performance. 

The proposed work carries out feature extraction as well as feature reduction (fr) for choosing the appropriate cs.  Feature 

extraction here, the significant features of the inputted file and the cs features are extracted. The features, say task cost, 

weight, speed, in addit ion to file size, are extracted as of the split  file. Similarly, the resource features, say disk space, c loud 

memory, together with bandwidth, are as well extracted as of the disparate cs. The features are going  through fr to attain 

effectual cs selection with minimal process time. Feature reduction fr is the procedure of lessening the number of features in 

computation devoid of losing vital information. The proposed work utilizes a Gaussian kernel-centred qda (gk-qda) to lessen 

the features. The conventional qda has a drawback of data loss. The Gaussian kernel method is integrated with qda to 

dimin ish the loss of data. Let )](),......(),([)( 1211 wwuv fEfEfEfE   be the extracted features  on kernel space
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Where, )(G signifies the Gaussians kernel function. The gk-qda centred fr function is implied as, 
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 where, )( uvfR denotes the dimension reduced features, 
TQ

~
 is the transformed matrix, y  signifies the eigen values’ 

diagonal, 
T
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is the transformed m-number of eigen vector set and y  denotes the diagonal of the feature’s mean value. 

As of this stage, the dimension reduced features )( uvfR are attained, which is rendered to the cs selection phase. 

Selection of distributed cloud server here, the appropriate cs for the split f ile is chosen utilizing the hybrid forest genetic 

algorithm (hfga) centred on lessened features. The fga is enthused by the procedure of a few trees in the forests. The fga is  

facing some downsides, such as low precision of optimizat ion, slow convergence in the later phase, in addition to effortless 

to fall into a local optimum. To trounce such issues of fga, the proposed work hybrid the genetics algorithm to the fga. The 

hfga steps are elucidated as, 

(i) Initialize the forest by randomly generating the trees. In each tree, initialize a variab le with '0' or '1' and assign the "age" 

to 0. Select the optimal solution at random at the first iteration. 

(ii) Employ the local seeding (ls) to each tree. Choose some random variables utilizing ls-change parameters and vary them 

from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0.   

(iii) Neglect the 2 series of trees with "age" greater than the lifetime parameter and the area limit parameter and  develop a 

candidate solution. 

(iv) Select the trees from a candidate solution cantered on the tree’s transfer rate utilizing ls -changes. Now, vary each 

selected variable from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. Then, include the new solution in the candidate solution.  

(v) Implement the crossover as well as mutation operators, which choose the best solution and neglect the worst solution for 

effective selection. 

(vi) Sort the solution utilizing fitness value (fv), and the solution bearing the topmost fv is concerned as an optimal 

solution. Till the stop criterion is satisfied, perform all the aforesaid steps iteratively. 

During cs selection, the trees are concerned as css. Also, the selected optimal solution is the best cs, that is, the selected cs for 

storing the split data. Data deduplication dd process eliminates the duplicate blocks of data, enhances the bandwidth over the 

network, and speeds-up the transfer of data, which brings about effectual data t ransmission. During  dd, the cs creates a hash 

code (hc) for every split data with the aid of the whirlpool algorithm and verifies the existence of hash value with the 

utilizat ion of the hash chaining technique (hct) in the dcs. The whirlpool algorithm is centered on the utilization of a b lock 

cipher for the compression function. To determine the hash value of data, it performs 4 steps: i) appending padding bits, ii) 

appending length, iii) init ializing hash matrix, and iv) processing message in 512bit  blocks. It  takes the split  file  data ibF )(  

for generating the hash values and is written as, 
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Where,            

  fWh
~

 - whirlpool hashing function, 
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 - generated hc values for the corresponding input ibF )(  

 
FIGURE 2. Pseudocode for the Proposed DD Scheme. 

 

Once the HC is generated, HCT is employed. In HCT, the HCs are normally stored in blocks and developed as hash 

chains. If an HC value gets into the hash chain, the CS verifies whether the hash chain already contains that HC. If yes, the 

address of the data block pointer that holds the single data segment across the cloud  storage replaces the equivalent blocks of 

data in the files. Else, the CS executes compression and encryption and stores the file to the selected CS. The proposed DD 

scheme is detailed in the above pseudo-code (figure 2). Data Portability The cloud DP process securely migrate the cloud 

data as of one cloud provider to another or between a DCS at a particular interval. If a file  is moved from its location and 

saved in another location, the malicious owners could not get that file even if they find any file location by cheating the CS, 

since no files are now present on that location. For a DP process, the proposed system utilizes the Levy Flight – Wind Driven 

Optimization (LF-W DO) Algorithm. As the WDO algorithm randomly fixes the position as well as velocity o f the air parcel, 

it does not render an exact result. So, in LF-W DO, the levy flight distribution (LFD) is done in place of this randomness to 

acquire effective DP. The LF-WDO algorithm t rails the path of atmospheric motion of infinitesimal s mall air parcels that 

navigates over an d -dimensional search domain. Primarily, generate the population of air parcels, and assign the position (

x ) and velocity ( ) of the air parcels grounded on LFD. 

20    )()(  xxtxL                                                                                                                (6) 

20     )()(   tL                                                                                                              (7)  

Where, )(L signifies the LFD, t indicates the time of task completion. The pressure ( i ) of every air parcel at the current 

iteration s is evaluated as, 

    si,                                                                                                                                           (8) 

Where,  

  - Density of the air parcel  

  - Temperature 

  - Universal gas constant  

This pressure value is concerned as FV; and grounded on these FVs, rank each air parcel. Afterward, update the velocity of 

each air parcel as, 
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Wherein, neŵ  implies the velocity at iteration 1s , g signifies the gravitational acceleration, )(xL implies the air parcel’s 

optimum location, r  signifies the rank betwixt the entire air parcels, ~ implies the velocity influence as well as c indicates 

the coefficient (  2c ). Here,  implies the earth’s rotation. If MAXnew  ˆˆ  ( 3.0ˆ MAX ), then the velocity is 

limited as per the following condition, 
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Wherein, 
MAX̂ implies the maximum velocity. Subsequent to updating velocity, an air parcel’s position is updated as,  

 sxLx newnew .ˆ)(ˆ                                                                                                                  (11) 

Wherein, newx̂  implies the updated position. After that, the fitness of every solution is estimated at this new position. The 

procedure as of pressure assessment to populace updation is repetitive until the maximal iteration is attained. Subsequent to 

achieving maximum iterations, air parcel that encompasses the best pressure (fitness) is chosen as an optimum solution. 

Similar to optimum air packet selection, a CS location is chosen at a specific interval t ime. Subsequent to choosing a location, 

the files are moved as of its current location to the chosen location. This DP process is repetitive at a specific interval t ime.  

 

4. Result and Discussion 

The proposed secure DD system with a DCS is analyzed in this section. The proposed approaches like the whirlpool 

algorithm, HFGA, and LF-WDO are contrasted to the existing algorithms centered on their performance. This comparison is 

performed by  considering HC generation t ime, computation time, and FV, which is elucidated further using the below 

figures. Here, JAVA is the platform utilized for system implementation.  

 

 
       (a) Proposed whirlpool algorithm based on hash code                        (b) Proposed LF-DWO based on computation time 

       generation time  

FIGURE 3. Performance analysis  

 

Figure 3 contrasts the proposed secure DD system with a DCS and certain existing methodologies for proving the 

proposed system’s efficiency. Figure 3(a) graphically analyzed the proposed Whirlpool algorithm and the existing SHA512 

algorithm in respect of HC generation time. Generally, the hash value is quickly generated only by a pre-eminent hash 

function algorithm. According to that, for the average file  size of 6000kb, the proposed whirlpool algorithm takes an average 

HC generating time of 2180 ms, but, the SHA512 algorithm consumes a more average time of 2432ms. From th is analysis, 

the proposed whirlpool algorithm is perceived to generate HC much faster compared to others, and therefore, it is an 

excellent hash function algorithm. Figure 3 (b ) compares the proposed LF-DWO optimization algorithm and the existing 

cuckoo search optimizat ion (CSO), grey  wolf optimizat ion (GW O), spider monkey optimization (SMO), along with wind -

driven optimizat ion (WDO) in  respect of the computation time. For the average file size  of 4000kb, the existing CSO, GW O, 

SMO, and WDO acquires an average computation time of 4037, 3736, 3313, and 2857ms, respectively, but the proposed LF-

DWO takes 2524 ms, which is two times faster when contrasted to the existing optimizations. Likewise, fo r other file sizes, 

the proposed LF-DW O takes less time when analogized to the existing optimizat ions. Figure 4 compares the proposed 

HFGA algorithm and the existing Part icle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Bee Colony (ABC), Genetic A lgorithm (GA), 

along with Forest Optimization Algorithm (FOA) in respect of the FVs generated at different iterations. For 15 iterations, th e 

proposed HFGA shows an average FV of 85, whereas, the existing PSO, ABC, GA, and FOA optimizations acquire 53, 60, 

67, and 77– average FVs, respectively. From th is analysis, the FV is higher for the proposed HFGA when analogized to 

others. On that account, the proposed HFGA is confirmed to render effective data transmission by choosing a suitable CS for 

file storing.      
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FIGURE 4. Fitness Vs Iteration 

5. Conclusion 
 

  In a distributed cloud environment, it is vital to manage the cloud data and also prevent it as of the attacks. To attain the se 

‘2’ objectives, this paper developed ‘2’ novel techniques: Whirlpool algorithm and hash chaining based DD and LF -WDO 

based DP. The proposed work maintains cloud data, support portability, as well as render effective sharing of files amongst 

users. And also for verifying the proposed work’s potential, the proposed techniques’ performance is compared with the 

prevailing techniques. The investigational outcomes exh ibited that the proposed work renders an excellent performance than 

those prevailing techniques. In terms of d isparate file sizes, the processing time along with the HC generation time of the 

proposed and the existing algorithm is computed. Within 3265ms, the proposed Whirlpool algorithm renders an HC for the 

10000kb file. The proposed LF-WDO achieves a lower process time of 2987ms, which is above 5% smaller than the existent 

techniques. The security of file data augmented swiftly v ia moving the files quickly from one site to another. Therefore, as of 

the outcomes, it is illustrated that the proposed work is highly effective as well as safe than the other techniques. However , 

still, the data owner suffers as of a lack of confidentiality in the distributed cloud setting; thus, to enhance the data security 

along with confidentiality, in the future, effectual authentication schemes will be integrated with it.  
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